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Nation's Pre-Schoolers Enter Into
Hostage Negotiation to Retrieve Nose
CHARLOTTE- Thousands of pre-schoolers
united in Washington this week to broker the
safe return of their noses, according to reports.
The joint hostage negotation team, led by oneyear-old Leonard "Ducky" Wilcox, swore any
nose unreturned was "a deal-breaker."
"No nose left behind," affirmed Wilcox's
Tuesday playdate, Jerrod Alcott. "We're not
budging until every closed hand, pocket and
spot behind someone's ear have been thoroughly vetted."
Crisis force members additionally
slammed the "patronizing" response of the
accused nose-takers. "We've been given zero

Ellie Sprytt, 2, joined the team after having
her nose taken by a relative at brunch.

proof of life. The bastards either claim they don't
have them, or that they must have 'lost them somewhere,'" Alcott said, angrily shaking a spoon shaped
like an airplane.
"It's haunting to see folks who don't end
up getting their nose back," sighed former lineleader Dot Parneckie. "You see them carried away,
howling. They come back from nap time and they're
never the same."
Wilcox called on influential public figures,
such as Peppa Pig and Caillou Morgenstern, to
mount pressure campaigns against the captors.
"We need the big red dogs and talking trains of
the country to demand resolution of this crisis,"
pronounced the aspiring firefighter-astronaut.
Efforts to partner with law enforcement have
yielded "awws" and "giggles," per Wilcox. A phone
call with Social Services was stonewalled when
the hotline operator realized the children themselves had not been kidnapped. "They tried to spin
the whole scenario as a misunderstanding of object
permanence. Like, lady, I know when my nose is
stolen; the monsters paraded mine around between
their ring and middle finger for a half hour."
At press time, the team was meeting to
propose wearing that sweater mom wanted for
Easter as a gesture of good faith.

NRA Debuts Guns for Dogs

FAIRFAXIn partnership with several
weapons manufacturers, the NRA debuted
its long-awaited "guns for dogs" initiative at a
Thursday press conference. "Home invaders will
think twice when they see a rottweiler strapped
with an assault rifle," declared president Carolyn
D. Meadows.
Several gun producers in attendance
announced breed-specific firearms for 2020,
classed by weight. The "infantry" class, recommended for shepherds and spaniels, will feature
AR-15s with bump stock upgrades, whereas
retrievers and mastiffs can sport dual-mounted
gatling guns. Owners of toy and miniature
breeds can opt for dog-friendly Uzis, compatible
with existing GoPro mounts.
Cat-friendly weapons caches are still
"off the table," says Meadows. "We're concerned
feline pets are indifferent to using these devices
against owners and children. There is also fear
that 'outdoor' cats have the intelligence to form
localized militias."
Though the NRA does not sell firearms,
the organization intends to push for armed
canines in government buildings, schools and
banks. "The common factor to Sandy Hook,
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"It's time man's best friend became his greatest
weapon," declared an NRA spokesperson.

Parkland, and Columbine? That's right: every
single dog was unarmed," said Meadows.
"A good boy with a gun stops a bad
guy with a gun," insisted NRA surrogate Cal
Friedrichs. "The sooner we outfit these easilydistracted, hyper-energetic animals with assault
rifles, the safer our country will be."
At press time, Meadows reminded NRA
members that Joe Biden will try to steal both
their guns and their dogs, if elected president.
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Woman Uses Golden Age of TV to
Watch "The Office" for Eleventh Time
SEATTLE- Presented with the
widest selection of televised content
in the history of the human race, local
woman Erika Conway hastily scrolled
through thousands of titles to watch
NBC's The Office for the eleventh time
on Wednesday.
Conway, who can recite each
of Jim Halpert's pranks in chronological order, said new shows "aren't as
funny," insisting that the 60,840 series
that have debuted since 2005 contain
no comparable chemistry. "The whole
'will they, won't they' vibe from Jim
and Pam? There's no other series that's
captured something like that."
Individual Office characters,
Conway added, are simply more
complex than those of recent shows.
"Michael is someone you don't want to
route for, but you kind of like anyway.

Name another comedy with a lead
who's kind of an antihero?" Conway
asked, swiping past recommendations
for Arrested Development, Community,
Veep, and Seinfeld.
For many viewers, she added,
it's a matter of hours in a day. "I only
have so much time I could commit to
some hour-long HBO show," argued
Conway, who has invested nearly
48,000 minutes in the shenanigans at
Dunder-Mifflin.
One former sorority sister, Sara
Loewell, said Conway's investment
was economic. "To buy all nine seasons
on DVD would cost a fortune. Instead,
for $7.99 a month for four years, Erika's
being a savvy consumer."		
At press time, Conway and Loewell
were engaged in a heated argument over
how The Office compares to Friends.

Conway is "obsessed" with a show that won ten fewer Emmy's than Everybody Loves Raymond

Top 10...

Rejected Cereal
Mascots
Some icons just don't make it
past the focus groups. We've
ranked our favorites below.

10. Second Lieuten't Crunch
9. Lutheran Oat
8. Sp, Tackle, and Plop
7. Toucan Jeff
6. Cheerios Wasp
5. Luckish the Satyr
4. Count Vanilla
3. Trevor the Tiger
2. The Trix Deer

(this one
1. Honeycomb
snuck past the censors)
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Point

Counterpoint

By: The United Kingdom

By: The European Union

Basically the America of Europe

Needs to lie down for a bit

"Our citizens will not be
steamrolled by a bully institution, shackled to its whims,
and made to sacrifice disproportionate to the services
it renders to its continental
allies!"

"You're still here? Fucking
leave, mate."
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Oompa Loompas Sing, Drag Injured
Amazon Worker From Factory Floor

INDIANAPOLIS- On Tuesday, workers
at Indiana's largest Amazon fulfillment
center watched as singing Oompa Loompas
dragged their injured co-worker from the
factory floor, never to be seen again. The
employee, Kamil Haggarty, triggered
the impish disposal team by tripping on
a stray package, according to reports.
"All of a sudden the wall slid back and
they came out in jumpsuits, bobbing in time,"
reported one anonymous co-worker. Staff
described watching as Ms. Haggarty was tied
and placed in a "comically large" box during
a cryptic song about efficiency. "The baritone
Oompa Loompa rhymed "slipping" with "twoday shipping," so I think they were saying
make our quotas? It definitely felt ominous."
CEO Jeff Bezos, who acquired the
Loompa team in Amazon's absorption of
Wonka in 2010, refuted claims of their
"threatening aura." "The Oompa Loompas
are there for de-escalation. A quick song with
a valuable lesson about tardiness or loyalty,
and swift removal of the troublemaker."

This week marks the third deployment of
the orange enforcers in April alone; engineers
say Geraldo Jimenez was removed via human
fly paper after wasting company shipping tape.
Another employee, Heather Grimwald, was
flushed down a giant novelty toilet. "The head
Oompa Loompa said Heather "ought to think"
before "making so much stink." I heard she'd
been talking to OSHA reps so I think the song
was anti-union," whispered one co-worker.
When questioned about the whereabouts

of Haggarty, Jimenez, and Grimwald, Mr.
Bezos claimed to never have heard of such
employees, and provided records disproving
of their previous employment at Amazon.
Since the incident, employees
describe the atmosphere as "tense." "Stay
in the break room one second past your
time and you'll hear a song coming on.
If the Oompa Loompas have already
changed their outfits, it's too late."

Hail, Pandemia: Our Guide to the Post-Virus Fiefdoms
From the ashes of Manhattan, a new world is born. Learn about the future sovereign states below!

1. Deblasiland
Language: English
Currency: Hotdogs
Ruler: Bill Deblasio

2. Koreatalichinatown
Language: Italian, Korean,
Chinese

Currency: Trade-based
Ruler: Rotating

3. NoCePa

Language: New Latin
Currency: Columbits

Ruler(s): Columbia Board of Trustees

4. Tunetown

Language: Musical Numbers
Currency: Tickets

Ruler: President Midler

5. Other Belgium

Language: Flemish
Currency: Euros

Ruler: Koenraad De Smet
6. New Dow Jones

Language: Moneytalk
Currency: Points

Ruler: The Free Market

The first to declare secession from Cuomo's New
York, Bill Deblasio raised NYPD salaries and sealed
himself within a militarized zone centered at the Post
Office. Critics of the regime are made to fight before
the crowds in Madison Square Garden, on alternating weekends with Billy Joel's concert residency.
Community leaders of Little Italy, Koreatown and
Chinatown operate a council overseeing their united
districts. Fusion cuisine, opera, and technology have
flourished, though debate over inclusion of Ukrainian Village leaders threatens to disrupt peace.
Columbia University claims North of Central Park, though it's
merely a puppet. The Harlem Triumvirate wields de facto power,
hosting lavish potluck banquets and distributing ration kits to
refugees from South Canada. Education here is the finest in the
fiefdoms, excluding Other Belgium's weird european system.
Seizing the mic at a Tony's press luncheon, Broadway veteran
Bette Midler commandeered Manhattan's theater district. The
gaudy micronation swiftly devolved into vaudville slums; offoff-broadway performers formed roving "companies," eventually
fortifying The Eugene O'Neill theater and other former venues.
Crossing the Atlantic under cover of the pandemic, four
million Belgians flooded Central Park and declared
it "Other Belgium." Flanked by the indifferent Upper
East and West siders, the invaders established fur trade
with Tunetown by closing the Central Park Zoo.
Newborns are assigned 10,000 shares at birth, determined by
class. Elite children receive Facebook shares; lowborns receive
stock in Nokia and Boingo Wireless. Regime challengers are
instantly removed by the Invisible Hand. Shares can only change
hands by elimination of a shareholder. All Hail the Free Market.

